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Tracy Williams, Ltd is pleased to present an exhibition of new paintings by Judy Ledgerwood. For the past
two decades, Ledgerwood’s monumental scale abstractions have challenged our understanding of
Modernism and unabashedly delighted our senses. Ledgerwood's international exhibition history includes
numerous shows at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, The Renaissance Society in Chicago,
1301 PE in Los Angeles and, most recently, Get Up at Hausler Contemporary in Munich, Germany in
2005. This will be the artist’s second solo exhibition at Tracy Williams, Ltd.
Ledgerwood's practice, deeply rooted in the history of abstract painting, greatly expands upon and
explodes its conventions. Drawing from a wide range of sources in traditionally female dominated artistic
realms such as fashion, decorative arts, textiles, and others, Ledgerwood confronts the viewer with a
powerful and subversive female voice. Through careful consideration of heroic, architectural scale,
optically charged hues, and rhythmic patterns, Ledgerwood creates paintings that necessitate a present and
active experience with the viewer.
Hard Jam is a selection of new paintings by Ledgerwood that continue to embrace visual pleasure with a
confrontational spirit. Emerging out of her recent investigations, this group takes a more aggressive stance
toward painting as display through heightened color tensions, optical vibrations, and an imposing physical
presence. The works are declarative, atmospheric, and demand visual engagement. They are as much about
the experience as about the form. Ledgerwood boldly drapes repeating motifs on top of the canvas,
allowing the paint to fold and hang in space. The confident exhibition of thread-like drips, exposed edges
and perspectival shifts not only evokes the downward pull of a hanging form, but also reveals the artist's
hand and the sheer materiality of the paint. Shimmering golds placed against luminous turquoises,
magentas, fluorescent greens and reds dance and shift with the light. These careful juxtapositions of low
and high chroma weave us in and out of the paintings, engaging us in a temporal experience that is at once
optically fatiguing and addictively inspiring.
For further information and images, please contact the gallery at 212.229.2757.
Gallery Hours: Tuesday- Saturday, 11-6

Join us for the opening on Thursday, the 11th of January from 6 to 8 p.m.
as well as a closing party on Tuesday, the 20th of February from 6 to 8 p.m.

